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For rich reading life, picture book it is said to play a major role. However, since it has a large 
burden difficult to grasp the child’s interest, it is difficult to recommend a picture book to 
children’s interest. Therefore, in this research, we focused on the fact that children’s interest 
appears to questions generated by the child, we propose a method for recommending a picture 
book by hand to the child’s question. 
In order to verify the effectiveness of this method, we implement the “Pikubuku” social picture 
book recommender system using the children’s questions, and carried out utilizing experiment. 
“Pikubuku” has a function to post the children’s questions, and a function to recommend the 
picture book to posted questions. 
In utilizing experiment, 25 people of parents with children from 3 to 6 years were instructed to 
use for one month “Pikubuku”, and we carried out records of usage log and questionnaire survey. 
As a result, the post of the question has been performed 236 times, picture book recommendation 
has been performed 117 times, and picture book was recommended to 25 people in 21 people. 
A record of 11 people who read a recommended picture book showed that a child was delighted 
with 19 picture books of the 20 picture books. In addition, parents were seen many cases with 
more of interest to children, as can be seen in the remark referred to as “I began to listen 
carefully to children’s speech”. Challenge is increasing the number of recommendations and to 
improve the recommendation accuracy. By this method, the recommendation of a picture book to 
children’s interests can be realized to a certain extent. It was indicated that there is a possibility 
that this method also contributes to deepen the parent-child relationship.
＊　筑波大学図書館情報メディア系
　　 Faculty of Library, Information and Media Science 






























































































































































































































































































































年齢 性別 通園先 年齢 性別
1 6 男 幼稚園 38 女
2 4 女 幼稚園 38 女
3 3 男 保育園 33 女
4 4 女 保育園 33 女
5 3 女 保育園 41 女
6 5 男 保育園 42 男
7 4 女 保育園 38 女
8 3 男 幼稚園 26 女
9 4 男 保育園 34 男
10 4 女 保育園 37 女
11 5 女 幼稚園 30 女
12 5 女 保育園 39 女
13 4 女 保育園 38 女
14 4 男 保育園 33 女
15 5 女 幼稚園 38 女
16 5 女 幼稚園 37 女
17 4 男 幼稚園 37 女
18 6 女 幼稚園 48 女
19 4 女 幼稚園 41 女
20 5 男 幼稚園 35 男
21 5 男 保育園 41 女
22 6 男 保育園 33 女
23 3 女 保育園 33 女
24 4 女 幼稚園 34 女






















































id 参加日数 質問数 被推薦数 推薦数
1 21 18 4 7
2 15 18 10 3
3 24 9 9 0
4 17 6 3 0
5 17 6 8 1
6 30 6 1 0
7 23 24 9 0
8 22 23 14 11
9 19 12 6 6
10 6 2 0 1
11 23 7 7 17
12 9 4 1 0
13 22 7 1 35
14 31 8 7 5
15 22 14 8 4
16 20 2 0 1
17 13 7 8 6
18 17 3 0 1
19 9 10 7 0
20 11 6 1 10
21 14 9 0 2
22 31 3 3 2
23 31 1 2 1
24 23 5 4 1
25 17 26 4 3
平均 19.5 9.4 4.7 4.7
分散 47.1 49.0 14.4 55.3
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